Creating Transparency for the Academic Pathologists’ Assistant

- Appointed faculty?
- Benefits?
- Expectations?
- Prioritize and focus on your weakness
- Faculty development: seek coaching for presentation skills and CV and scientific writing, attend workshops for faculty awards and promotion
- Pillars: clinical (don’t forget), teaching, research, scholarship, service
- Teaching portfolio: Quantity (learners and frequency), Quality (evaluation), main role, lecturing, curriculum development, mentorship
- Research: have a purpose, collaborate, find volunteers, IRB, statistician
- Scholarship: manuscript help especially for those developing teaching tools and writing in general--Mededportal.com
- How to find a journal for your study: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/journals, pay attention to publication fees
- PA student preceptors: add research, presentation and scholarship to your rotation